How to attach the rubber feet to the Derminator®
We supply four rubber feet with the machine. They are included separately in the box.
The feet are useful when the machine is used on a table. They will prevent sliding of the machine.
When the machine is used on the floor (with you sitting on a chair or in bed), the feet are useless
and may quickly collect a lot of dirt. This is why we supply them separately and made them
detachable.
If you choose to use them, you must insert them, using some force and twisting and turning, into the
holes in the base of the machine. It helps when you cool the feet in the fridge because the rubber
gets harder when it is cold. Do not freeze the feet though, this may make them brittle. You could
also slightly wet the feet to make them slide in easier.
Important: Because the holes in the base are not vertical but under a 15 degree angle, the
rubber feet are highly asymmetric, meaning they can only be inserted to fit properly when
oriented correctly. You have to rotate them until they line up properly, as shown below:

If you do not orient them correctly, they will not connect flatly to the base. You can try rotating
them into their proper place. If that does not work then you'll need to take them out and repeat the
process of insertion, this time correctly.
Especially if you did not cool the feet before insertion or did not push firmly, it will be nearly
impossible to insert them fully, just by pushing them in. We suggest that after they have been
inserted and verified to all line up correctly, that you carefully grab the machine and push firmly
down so that the feet are pushed further in.
Important: Be careful, when pushing down on the machine, that you do not push anywhere
near the display. Only apply pressure onto the edges of the back and front top of the machine,
to avoid damage to the display.

